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HAUSDORFF DIMENSION OF HARMONIC MEASURES

ON NEGATIVELY CURVED MANIFOLDS

YURI KIFER AND FRANCOIS LEDRAPPIER

Abstract. We show by probabilistic means that harmonic measures on man-

ifolds, whose curvature is sandwiched between two negative constants have pos-

itive Hausdorff dimensions. A lower bound for harmonic measures of open sets

is derived, as well. We end with the results concerning the Hausdorff dimen-

sion of harmonic measures on universal covers of compact negatively curved

manifolds.

1. Introduction

Let M be a complete, simply connected w-dimensional Riemannian mani-

fold with nonpositive sectional curvatures and the Laplace-Beltrami operator

(..I, *-*—-£   £   ̂ (v^'4)
v       !</ ,]<m        '   \ 7 /

where g = det(g;7), (gIJ) = (gu)~x , and ds2 = Y.i<i.j<m8ljdxldxJ  is the

metric form on M. The C functions h on M satisfying A/z = 0 are called

harmonic. There is a natural geometric compactification of any complete simple

connected manifold M of nonpositive curvature by means of the sphere at

infinity S(oo) which is the set of classes of asymptotic geodesies. It is known

(see, for instance, [AS] or [Ki]) that under certain assumptions on the curvature

of M, in particular when all sectional curvatures are sandwiched between two

negative constants, any harmonic function h having a continuous extension /

to ¿"(oo) can be represented in the form

(1.2) h(x)= f     f(C)P(x,dC)
JS{oo)

where P(x, •), x e M, are, so-called, harmonic measures. Moreover, any

bounded harmonic function can be also represented in the form (1.2) with f

being a Borel function on S(oo). The representation (1.2) is unique for the

continuous harmonic functions case and it is unique up to sets of harmonic

measures zero for bounded harmonic functions case.
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For any Borel set U c 5(oo), P(x, U) is a harmonic function in x and so

by the Harnack inequality (see [Ki])

(1.3) C"1 <P(x, U)/P(y, U)<C

when y e Bx(r) = {z: dist(z, x) < r) with C > 0 independent of U, x, y

and depending only on r. This implies that all measures Px, x e M, are

equivalent, and so these measures form one class of equivalent measures called

the harmonic class.

On the other hand, given x e M each vector ¿¡ e SXM = {rj e TxM: \\r¡\\ =

1}, where TxM is the tangent space at x and || • || is the Riemannian norm

there, corresponds uniquely to a point Q e S(oo) so that t\ is the tangent

vector of the geodesic y(f) satisfying y(0) = x and limi_>oo y(t) = C • This

yields the map <I>A : SxM —► S(oo) which maps the Lebesgue measure on SXM

to some measure vx on 5(oo). If M is a cover of a compact manifold of

negative curvature then it follows from the absolute continuity of foliations of

the geodesic flow (see [Le, ]) that all measures ux, x e M, are equivalent which

determines another class of measures called the geodesic class. D. Sullivan con-

jectured that for covers of compact negatively curved manifolds measures from

the harmonic and geodesic classes are mutually singular unless the manifold has

constant curvature. In two dimensions this was shown to be true in [Ka] and

[Le,].
Since harmonic measures may be singular with respect to the geodesic pa-

rametrization it is natural to employ the Hausdorff dimension machinery which

enables one to study sets of zero measure. As usual, the Hausdorff dimension of

a measure is defined as the infimum of Hausdorff dimensions of sets of full mea-

sure where by the Hausdorff dimension Hdx(U) of a set U C 5(oo) relative

to x G M we mean the Hausdorff dimension of the set <b~x(U) in SxM.

In this paper employing the probabilistic approach from [Ki] we shall show

that under the assumptions which cover the case of sectional curvatures sand-

wiched between two negative constants harmonic measures have positive Haus-

dorff dimensions. By the way we obtain also that these measures are continuous,

i.e., they have no atoms. We shall also give some lower bound for harmonic

measures of intersections of cones with S(oo) which improves the known re-

sult that harmonic measures of open sets are positive. In the concluding section

we discuss Hausdorff dimensions of harmonic measures for universal covers of

compact manifolds of negative curvature which involves some ergodic theory

machinery. We show in the two-dimensional case that the Hausdorff dimension

of harmonic measures equals the dimension of 5(oo) if and only if the mea-

sures from the geodesic and the harmonic classes are equivalent which means

in this case that the curvature is constant.

2. Preliminaries

By the Cartan-Hadamard theorem the exponential map expv: TxM —► M

based at any point x e M is a diffeomorphism of the tangent space TxM at
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x onto M.  This enables one to introduce a global system of geodesic polar

coordinates by assigning to each z e M a pair (r, ¿¡) where r = dist(x, z), £, e

SXM, z = expx(rc¡), and dist is the abbreviation for the Riemannian distance.

As in [Ki] we shall work under the following assumptions.

Assumption Mx (bounded geometry). There exist Cx, 5X > 0 such that any

open geodesic ball BX(SX) of radius 5X centered at an arbitrary xeM admits

a chart ipx: Bx(5x) —> Rm satisfying a uniform quasi-isometry condition

(2.1) C,"'dist(y, z) < \ipx(y)-tpx(z)\ < C,dist(y, z)   for any y, z e BX(5X).

Assumption M2 (exponential divergence of geodesies). There exists a number

q0 > 0 such that for any point x e M given tangent vectors t\x, A¡2 G SXM and

numbers r2 > r, > 0 one has

(2.2) e°o<'2-'.) < dist^^exp^z-^^exp^^,) ^ ^f^-r,)

~ dist(Yr|)(expvz-,^,, expxrli2) ~

where dist(Yr>(-, •) is the relative distance on the sphere Sx(r) of radius r cen-

tered at x.

Remark 2.1. It follows from the Rauch comparison theorem (see [CE]) that

Assumptions Mx  and M2 are satisfied if all sectional curvatures of M are

sandwiched between two negative constants.

We also need

Assumption A. There exists a constant C2> 0 such that for any x0 G M the

function o  (x) = dist(xn, x) of x satisfies
x0 u

(2.3) Apx(x)>Cfl    for all x G M

and

(2.4) Apr (x) < C,    provided /?. (x) > A .

Remark 2.2. By Bishop's comparison theorem (see [Ch]) Assumption A will be

satisfied if all sectional curvatures of M are sandwiched between two negative

constants. In fact some pieces of zero curvature may be permitted. For instance,

if M is the universal cover of a compact manifold /V then Assumptions Mx,

M2, and A will be satisfied if the geodesic flow on N is an Anosov flow. The

latter holds true if, for example, tV has nonpositive curvature which is negative

outside of a simply connected set (see Additional Remark at the end of [Ki]).

The Laplace-Beltrami operator A generates a diffusion process X(l) (see

[IW]), called the Brownian motion on M, in the sense that the transition prob-

ability P(t,x,Y) = Px{X(t) G Y) satisfies

(2.5) dP/dt = AP,        P\l=0 = Xr
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where Px{-} denotes the probability of the event in brackets provided X(0) = x

and ^r(x) = 1 if x G T and ^r(x) = 0 if x <£ Y.
Consider the Brownian motion X(t) in the geodesic polar coordinates with

the pole x as a pair X(t) = (Rx(t), Hv(Z)) where Rx(t) = dist(^(zj), x), âx(t)e

TxM, and X(t) = expx(Rx(t)Ex(t)) .' Let also xx(r) = inf{i > 0: X(t) e Sx(r))

is the first hitting time by X(t) of the geodesic sphere Sx(r) of radius r cen-

tered at x.

Lemma 2.1. (a) With probability one

(2.6) Rx(t)>Rx(0) + V2w(t) + CfXt

and if dist(x, Rx(0)) > \ and 0 < t < ty(AJ then also

(2.7) Rx(t)<Rx(0) + yf2w(t) + C2t

where w(t) is the one-dimensional Wiener process starting at zero.

(b) There exists a number a, > 0 such that for any x e M and t > 0,

(2.8) Px{rx(l)<t)<a:Xe-"'r> .

Representing the Laplace-Beltrami operator in geodesic polar coordinates one

derives (2.6) and (2.7) from (2.3) and (2.4), respectively, by a comparison ar-

gument (see Lemma 2.1 in [Ki]). For the proof of (b) we refer the reader to

Lemma 2.2 from [Ki].

We shall also need a version of Harnack's inequality which follows from

[Mo].

Lemma 2.2. For any positive rx < r2 < oo there exists C'1''2 > 0 depending

only on r2 - rx such that for any couple of points x, y e M, y e Bx(rx) and

for any function h which is harmonic in the ball Bx(rf of radius r7 centered

at x one has

(2.9) h(y) < Cr,'''2h(x).

Recall that two geodesic rays yx and y2 on M are called asymptotic if

dist(y, (i), y2(t)) is a bounded function in t > 0. The asymptote relation is an

equivalence relation. The set of equivalence classes of geodesic rays is called

the sphere at infinity £(00) of M. A natural topology on M = M U .S(oo),

called the cone topology, can be described in the following way. Let Wx(c;, 5)

be the cone about £ G SxM of angle 5 with vertex at x , i.e.,

WX{Z,Ô) = expx{n e TXM: ¿ft, r¡) < 5)

where Z denotes the angle in TxM. Now truncated cones ATx(c\, 5, r) =

^(«J, 5)\Bx(r) together with open geodesic balls Bfp), y G M, for a local

basis for the cone topology.

The following result is more convenient for our purposes (see version of

Lemma 3.1 from [Ki]).
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Lemma 2.3. Suppose that oo > r3 > r2 > r, > rQ > \  and x e M,  y =

expx(r2c¡), t¡ e SXM. Then

^^^ - ^'^ -  D"'   < Pyi^xih) > **(',))

<(ec^{r^]-l)-x,

2\Tt (C-^-rj+V2
(2.11) Py{xx(rf>t)< V--e~       *        ,

\/ñ(C2 lt-r3 + r2)

provided (Cfxt - r3 + rf > 0, and

Qyix;r0, z-,, r3; p)

(2.12) =PV i SUP dist{xo)(expx(r0Ex(t)),expx(r^)) > p\
V ; to<Z<min(Tt(r,),Tr(r3)) J

< Py{xx(rf >tfs + a-Xtle-n^-'«>)

where t0 = xApe0,o(rt~r°)/2.

Proof. The estimate (2.10) follows from Lemma 2.1(a) by a comparison argu-

ment (see Lemma 3.1 in [Ki]). The relation (2.11) is an easy consequence of

(2.6) since the event {ty(z-3) > t) can only occur for X(t) starting at y if

r2 + V2w(t) + C2Xt < z-3.

But the probability of the last event can be estimated by the right-hand side of

(2.11) (see (3.2) in [Ki]).

To prove (2.12) we notice that

(2.13) Qy(x ;r0,rx,r3 ; p) < Py{rx(rf > t0) + Qy

where

Qv = Py I sup dist(;°)(expv('"oSv(0). expv(r0i)) > p
■    10<Z<min(Tï(r,),Tt(/-3))

<^o|and min(Tx(z-,), xx(rf)

In view of Assumption M2 the event in the last probability can only occur if the

Brownian motion X(t) will pass the distance of at least pe"oi-r,~ro) for the time

t0 since by the Rauch comparison theorem any smooth curve staying entirely

outside of the ball Bx(rx) has the length not less than the relative length on

Sx(rx) of its projection to Sx(rx ) along geodesic rays emanating from x which

by Assumption M2 is at least en°{r'~ro) times bigger than the length on Sx(rf

of the corresponding projection to 5'v(z-0). This means that tv(/0) < tQ where

/0 is the integral part of pe"° s~r° , and so

(2.14) Q <Py{ry(l0)<t0}.
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Define the random points y,, i = 0, ... , ¡0 - 1 , inductively by y0 = y, yj+x =

X(Tvd));then

(2.15) t,,(/0)>     £    rv(l).

/0-i>'>o

By (2.8), (2.14), (2.15) and by strong Markov property

(2.16) Qy<Py\        E       V1^^
[/0-i>'>o

< Py{t  (I) < tffx for some i = 0, ... , /„ - 1}

*   E Wv(1)^'J
/0-i<'<o

< /0 sup P.{r.(I) < Vo"'}

where £ denotes the expectation for the process X(t) starting at y. This

together with (2.13) and (2.14) yield (2.12).   □

By (2.6) the radial part Rx(t) of the Brownian motion X(t) tends to the in-

finity almost surely (a.s.). One concludes easily from (2.12) that with probability

one the limit

(2.17) lim Ex(xx(r)) = lim Eft) = HY(oo)
r—»oo     -l      x t—KX     -K -1

exists (see Corollary 3.1 in [Ki]), and so there exists a random point ^t"Y(oo) G

S(oo) such that

(2.18) UmX(xY(r))=limX(t) = Xx(oc)   a.s..
r—»oo A t—»oo x

The well-known probabilistic representation of solutions of the Dirichlet

problem yields that any harmonic function h satisfies

(2.19) h(y) = Eyh(X(xx(r)))

for any r > 0 and y G Bx(r) = {z: dist(z, x) < r). If h has a continuous

extension to S(oo) then passing in (2.19) to the limit as r —► oo we obtain

(2.20) h(y) = Eyf(Xx(oo)).

In the other direction this statement is also true, i.e., any continuous on 5(oo)

function / gives rise by (2.20) to a harmonic function h continuous in M U

S(oo) (see Theorem 3.1 in [Ki]). In view of our definition of harmonic measures

Px in the Introduction we conclude that Px is the distribution of ^(oo). We

remark that

(2.21) 3>S (oo)=Xc(oo),
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where <S>x: SxM —► 5(oo) is the natural map defined in the Introduction, and

so the distribution of HA(oo) is also determined by the harmonic measure Px
X

as its image under O"

3.  POSITIVITY OF THE HAUSDORFF DIMENSIONS

The straightforward definition of the Hausdorff dimension of a set U c 5"(oo)

corresponding to a pole x is

Hdx(U) = inf | a > 0: lim inf E <p" = 0 |

{a>0: liminfy^ffl" = oo >

where the infimum inside the brackets is taken over all countable covers of U

by the sets

(3.1)

= sup

(3.2) Vx(^, 9i) = %(£,., V¡) n 5(oo),        Í, e SXM,  0<<pt<p,

and, again, ^.(i, cp) denotes a cone. Next, we define the Hausdorff dimension

of any probability measure m on S(oo) by

(3.3) HDx(m) = inf{Hdx(U): U C 5(00) and m(U) = 1}.

Both numbers Hdx(U) and HDx(m), in general, may depend on x but if

the manifold M has bounded nonpositive curvature then one can see easily

that the answer to the question whether these numbers are positive or zero is

independent of x.

The main result of this section is

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that a complete simply connected Riemannian manifold

M of nonpositive curvature satisfies Assumptions Mx, M2, and A. Then there

exists a number k > 0 (depending only on the geometric constants in the above

assumptions) and a sequence of numbers ck > 0 such that

(3.4) ^{l|S,(oo, co) - <?|| < tp and co e Q(x]} < cktpK

for any xeM, ÇeSxM, and tp>0 where fif cß, k =1,2, ... , Q{x] \

as k T 00 is an increasing sequence of events such that Px{\Jk Qx '} = 1.

Before proving this theorem we shall derive

Corollary 3.1. Harmonic measures P(x, ■) have no atoms and for any x e M,

(3.5) HDx(P(x,-))>K

where zc > 0 is the same as in Theorem 3.1.

Proof of Corollary 3.1. Suppose that P(x, ■) has an atom at a point Ç G S (00)

such that Ç = Hm^^ expx(£i) for some £, G SXM. Then

0 < p = P(x, C) < Px{\Pxi°°) - ill < <P)

< Px{\\Ex(oo, co) - i|| < tp and co e ßf} + Px{Q\Q[k)}
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for any tp > 0. Choosing first k big enough and then tp > 0 small enough

we can make in view of (3.4) the right-hand side of (3.6) arbitrarily small in

contradiction with the left-hand side of (3.6). This "no atoms" property follows

also from Lemma 7.4 of [AS].

Next, pick up k0 so that Px{Q[o)) > 5 and define the probability measure

px on S (00) by

VfU) = (Px{Q[xo)})~lPx{X(oo, co) eU and co e Q^} .

Let {Vx(t;¡-, cpA), i = 1, 2, ...} be a countable cover of a Borel set U c S(oo)

satisfying px(U) = 1 by the sets VX(C¡, tpf defined in (3.2). Then by (3.4),

(3-7) 1 = px (\Jvfi,,,,)) <£>,(*;«:„ cp,))

< 2E^W°o, co) e Vx(i,, tp,) and co G Q{kf])
i

= 2Ç/»x{||Sx(oo, to) -{Jl < <pi and co e Q^}
i

^ lck0 E v* -
z

i.e. for any such cover ¿^¡(p* > (2c/t )~ which together with Definition (3.1)

implies Hdx(U) > k. This being true for any U with px(U) = 1 yields

HDx(pf) > k. Since, clearly, px is absolutely continuous with respect to

P(x, ■) then(3.5) follows as well.   D

For any x e M, { g SxM, t > 0, p > 0, a2> ax> 0 define

U?t'tt>{x,Ç,p)= (J BZk(2p)

0<k<[l(a,-a])p~i]+\

where the balls B_ (2p) of radius 2p are centered at the points

zk = expx((axt + kp)cl)

and [•] denotes the integral part. The main step in the proof of Theorem 3.1 is

Lemma 3.1. For any a, 5 > 0 there exists ß = ß(a, 5) > 0 such that

(3.8) Px{X(t) e U^'a2(x, EY(oo), t")) > l-ß-xt~ß

for all t > 0 and x e M provided ax <Cf  -5 < C2 + 5 <a2, and

(3.9) Pz jsupdist^exp^S^/), z)) < (j^j  J > 1 _ ß~xp~ß

for any p > 0 and z e Sx(p).

Proof. From Lemma 2.1(a) and our assumption on a,, a2 it follows that

(3.10) (ax + 5)t + sf2w(t) < Rx(t) - Rx(0) < (a2 - 5)t + I + y/2w(t),
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and so

Px{axt < Rx(t) < a2t) > P{V2\w(t)\ <5t-l)

(3.11) r°°      i     ¿ 4j~t M--')2
= 1-2/      -J—e^du>l- /s    \\ ^e     4'    .

Js,-\2sfTt (öt-\)yß

Next, pick up a point z = (p,Sf), t\ e SXM with p > p0 large enough. For

n = 1, 2, ...  define

Wfz) = jz/ G SxM: distf (expx(pcf), expx(prf)) < (1 - 2_") [^  } ,

£(*) =    U    expx(z-E(/z)?7),

>zg»;(z)

and

L>:(z)= (J (J    expx((rfn) + t)n)
-£\np-{n-\)<t<einp+n n€W„(z)

where rfn) = p + e(n - l)lnp + n(n - l)/2 and, again, dist^ (•, •) denotes

the relative distance on the sphere Sx(p). In view of Assumption M2 we can

choose e > 0 so that for any z?, , r\2 e SxM and u > 1,

àist{x+eXnp)(exp ((u + elnp)r]x), exp ((u + einp)r¡))
(3.12) j

< (p/a2)"' distx" (expx(wn,), expY(izn2)).

We also pick up p0 > 1 so that

(3.13) /j > e In/> + 2   for any p > p0.

Put rfO) = p - £ In p and for zz=l,2,...  denote

d+(z) = DEn(z)nSx(r£(n+l)),

df(z) = Den(z)nSx(rfn-l)),

and

d*(z) = dDEn(z)\(d + (z)Udf(z))

where d U denotes the boundary of a set U. The following figure 3.1 makes

the above notations more transparent.

According to (2.10), for zz = 1, 2, ... ,

sup     Pv{xx(rfn + l))>xx(rfn-l)))
(3.14) yes,('.<»»  -

<c"cr'('!-1,(/cri-l)"1.

Let xn = inf{t > 0: X(t) £ L)^(z)} be the exit time of the Brownian motion

X(t) from DEn(z). Then for any y G d¿_x if n > 1 and for y = z if n = 1 it

follows that

(3.15) Py{X(xn)td+n)

1 Py^xirÁn + D) > *»»} + ̂ W*«) € Í (X)} .
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USd.J
f 3."<" "■'■>

Figure 3.1

By (3.12) and the definition of D\(z),

(3.16) P:{X(xx)ed'f(z)} < Qz L; rfO), r£(0), r£(2); l- (^j

Furthermore, by the definition of D£n(z),  zz = 2, 3,..., for any y G d*_x

(3.17) Py{X(xn) G dl (z)} < Q,(x;rfl),rfn - 1), rt(n + 1), l'^plaff).

From (2.11), (2.12), and (3.14)-(3.17) we derive that

(3.18) Py{X(T„) $ dl)<q-Xp-qe-qn

for some constant q > 0 independent of z, y, n provided y = z if zz = 1

and y G ôn+_,  if zz > 1 . Thus by (3.18) and the strong Markov property of the
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Brownian motion X(t) one has

(3.19) Pz jdistf (exp>SY(oo)), z) < (|-)  }

> Pz {supdistf (expx(pEx(t)), z) < (j^-J}

^ EzXx(T,)<Ed+Ex(z.)Xx(i2)edAEx(u)xx(h)€i)Ax ' 'l2'

oo

>l-P2{X(r,)^ö,+ }-E sup Pv{X(tJ^,3„+}

>l-q    p

implying (3.9), where, as usual, xA = 1 if an event A occurs and xA = 0 f°r

otherwise. Finally, (3.11) and (3.19) together with the Markov property of the

process X(t) yield

(3.20)
Px{X(t)eU;>'a2(x,Ex(oo),ta)}

> Px{axt < Rx(t) < a2t and dist^('))(expx(AY(0Hï(oo)), X(t)) < f)

> [ Pit, x, dz)
JBy{a2t)\Bx(a¡t)

x P_ |dist^(r))(expY(/J;((z)Ex(oo)), z) < {^)  }

>(i-9-VV)íi    ^
(5t-l),

where px(z) = dist(x, z) and P(t, x, Y) = Px{X(t) e Y) is the transition

probability of the Markov process X(t). This implies (3.8).   G

Let p(t, x, y) be the transition density of X(t) with respect to the Rieman-

nian volume element dy on M, i.e.,

(3.21) Px{X(t)eY) = j p(t,x,y)dy.

By the analogy with the usual Laplacian p(t, x, y) is often called the heat

kernel since it is the minimal positive fundamental solution of the parabolic

equation du(t, x)/dt = Au(t, x). We shall need the following result which

was proved in [Ki] (see (4.3) there).

Lemma 3.2. Fhere exists a constant b > 0 such that

ii -i->\ /.. \  ^ l_1      •   /   —bt       —b dist(.r, vk
(3.22) p(t,x,y)<b    min(c     ,e )

for all x, y e M, and t > 1.

Next, we shall pass to the proof of Theorem 3.1. Fix some 5 > 0 and a < 1

and take ß = ß(a, 5)  obtained in Lemma 3.1.   Put tn - n2/ß ; then (3.8)
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together with the Borel-Cantelli lemma yield that for almost all co e Q there

exists nx(co) < oo such that n = nx(co) is measurable and

(3.23) X(tn,co)eU°ya2(x,E(oo,co),fn)   if n>nx(co).

Define Qx] = {co: nx(co) < k), k = 1, 2, ... . By the right-hand side of (2.2)

we can choose L > 0 so that if ||{ - rj\\ <e~u for ¿¡, r\ G SxM then

(3.24) dist(expv((iz2 + l)tt\), expx((a2 + l)tr,)) < 1.

Thus if <pn = e~Ll" and zz > k then by (3.23) and (3.24) for any t\ e SxM

(3.25) Px{\\E(oc,co)-c:\\<<pn   and   coeQ^)

<Px{co:X(tn,co)eU^'a2(x,i,tan + l)}

< ( sup p(tn,x,y)\
\y :   dist{x,y)>a,tn-2t"n-\ J

xvol(U?>"a>(x,Z,tan + l)).

From Assumption M2 it follows that the volume of c/,a''Ö2(x, {, fn + 1) is

bounded by d~ e '" for some constant d > 0 independent of x, {, and n .

Since a < 1 then this together with (3.22) and (3.25) give for n > k .

(3.26) ^{||S(oo, co) -{|| < cpn and co e Q^}

<(bd)-led'>b'»<Ke-bt"/2 = K<pbJ2L

for some K > 0 independent of zz. Since

mcpn+x = tn+x    i {

m<Pn t„

as zz —» oo then (3.26) yields (3.4).   D

4.  A LOWER BOUND

The uniqueness of the representation (1.2) for harmonic functions h by

means of continuous functions on S(oo) implies that harmonic measures of

open subsets of 5(oo) are positive. The following result improves this state-

ment.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose that a complete simply connected Riemannian manifold

M of nonpositive curvature satisfies Assumptions Mx, M2, and A Then there

exists a constant N > 0 such that

(4.1) P(x,%(t,<p)nS(œ)) = Px{\\Ex(œ)-c;\\<<p}>N-XipN

for all x G M, ¿¡ G SXM, and tp > 0.

Remark 4.1. By Proposition 2.1 of [Y], (4.1) implies HDx(P(x, ■)) < N. On

the other hand, it is easy to see that (4.1 ) satisfied for all x,c¡, cp yields N >
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m - 1 where m = dim M. So this does not give more than the obvious estimate

HDx(P(x, ■)) < m - I.
For any x e M, ¡A, e SXM, and r, p > 0 denote

Zx(£, ,r;p) = {ye Sx(r) : di<»(y, expfrQ) < p).

We shall need the following auxiliary result:

Lemma 4.1. There exists qx > 0 such that

(4.2) Px{X(xx(2))eZx(i,2,l))>qx

and

(4.3) inf      Pv{X(xx(n+l))eZx(i,n+l,l))>qx
y€Zx((,n;l)   ■

for any x e M, t\e SxM, and n = 2, 3, ... .

Proof. Set

¥,«,, r; p) = {n£ SXM: expx(rr¡) e ZfÇ; r; p)}

and for n > 2,

Dx(Z,n)=      (J      expx(sVx(l;,n-l;l)).
n—l<s<n+\

Then DX(Ç, n) is a domain with the piecewise smooth boundary and by As-

sumption M2 it follows that

(4.4) inf     dist(z,Z (£,«; l))>rfn = 1 - c"Q°.
zedDx{i,n) x

There exists dx > 0, dx < d0 such that for any y G Zx(c¡, n ; 1 ) one can choose

a sequence of points y0 = y, y,, ... , yk such that yk (£ Dx(c¡, n), dist(y;., y/+, )

= dx,  i = 0, ... , k - I, and

(4.5) (   (J   By(2dl)\ndDx(t,n)cZx(Ç,n + l,l).

The collection of such sequences starting at y we shall denote by ATk(y). Re-

mark that the number k can be fixed independently of y g Zx (£, n ; 1 ) pro-

vided it is big enough.

It is well known that the distributions Pz{X(xfdx)) eY), Y c Sfdx) have

densities pd(z, y), y eSfdf with respect to the induced Riemannian volume

on Sz(dx ) and these densities turn out to be normal derivatives at corresponding

points y G Sz(dx) of the Green function of A in Bfdx) (see, for instance, [Fr,

Chapter 6]). Moreover, it follows from the estimates of §2 from [Se] that

(4.6) d2<pd¡(z,y)<dfl

for all z e M and y e Sz(dx) where d2 > 0 depends only on the ellipticity

constant of the operator A which is determined by Cx in Assumption Mx .
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It follows easily from (4.4) and (4.6) that the probability of the sequence of

random points

y0 = y,    yx=X(xyg(dx)),    y2 = X(xy(dx )),..., yk = X(xhJdx))

belonging to the collection ATk(y) is bounded away from zero by a constant

qx > 0 independent of x e M, £ e SXM,  n > 2, and y G Zv(£, n ; 1). Thus

(4.7) inf      Pv{X(ox(i,n))eZx(t:,n + l,l))>qx
y€Zx((,n;l)    '

where ax(i, n) = inf{t > 0: X(t) £ Dx(¿¡, n)} which, clearly, yields (4.3).

As above, the arguments from §2 of [Se] imply that the density p2(x, y) of

the distribution Px{X(xx(2)) edy) on Sx(2) is also sandwiched between two

positive constants independent of x and y and (4.2) follows.   D

Next, for x e M, £ G SxM, and tp > 0, tp < n/2 define

Kx(t, tp) = min{zz > 1 : %(H, tp) nSx(n) D Zx(<\,n;l)).

We also need

Lemma 4.2. For any x, c¡, and tp as above and K = Kx(¿¡, tp),

(4.8) inf        P.{X(f)e^x(t\, tp)forallt>0)>q1

where q2> 0 is independent of x, c¡, and tp .

Proof. Choose an integer n0 = p > K in (3.9) big enough so that 1 -ß~X n^ß >

\ and WX(Ç, cp)nSx(n0) d Zx(t¡, n0; (n0/a2f + I). Then by (3.9) for any

zgZy(¿;, zî0; 1)

(4.9) Pz{X(t) e Wx(t¡, tp) for all t > 0) > { .

By (4.7), (4.9), and the strong Markov property of the Brownian motion X(t)

for any zeZx(c;,K+l, 1),

(4.10) Pz{xit)€ Kit* v)for a111 ̂  °}

-Ez        11        *A'(rrv(í,/))eZv(í./,l)
na>l>K+\

*PX(^(na)){X(t)e<eAx(t;,tp)forallt>0)

^   I    nn-K .

>^f     >Q2
where q2 > 0 is independent of x , ¿;, and tp since, clearly, nQ-K is bounded

by a constant depending only on aQ in Assumption M2.   D

Proof of Theorem 4.1. In the same way as in (4.10) we derive from (4.2), (4.3),

(4.8), and the strong Markov property of X(t) that

(4.11) Px{\\Ex(<x>)-Z\\<<p}

- Ex       11       Xx{T,CI))€Zy(i.l,l)
K+\>l>2

x \(í+i)){^(í) e Wx(t, cp) for all / > 0} > q2qx+X .
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By (2.2) and the definition of K = Kx(c¡, tp) it follows that

-anK   , ,     -aJK-\)
e   °   < tp < e

which together with (4.11) yield

Px{\\Ex(oc)-^\\<tp)>q2q2(p^x^

proving (4.1).    D

5. Harmonic measures on covering spaces

In this section we assume that M is the universal cover of a compact con-

nected Riemannian manifold N of negative curvature, i.e. N = M/Y with Y

being the fundamental group of tV acting isometrically on M. In this situa-

tion one may expect that the Hausdorff dimensions HDx(P(x, •)) of harmonic

measures are independent of x G M and that the corresponding number re-

flects some geometrical properties of N. However, we are able to prove this

only when the dimension m of M is 2.

Theorem 5.1. Let N be a compact connected Riemannian surface with negative

curvature. Then there exists a positive number k < 1 such that for all points x

in the universal cover M of N and for <S>~ P(x, -falmost all Ç e SxM,

ç>->o In cp

where G>Y performs the natural one-to-one correspondence between points and

measures on SXM and points and measures on S(oo) along geodesic rays em-

anating from x. Moreover k = 1 if and only if the curvature is constant.

Corollary 5.1. For all x e M one has

(5.2)      HDxP(x, ■) = inf{Hdx(U): U cS(oo)   and   P(x, U) > 0) = zc.

This result follows immediately from (5.1) and Proposition 2.1 of [Y], the

argument being similar to (3.7).

Next, we proceed to a sketch of the proof of Theorem 5.1. The full details and

applications will appear in [Le2] since they require more extensive discussion of

the ergodic theory of hyperbolic flows than it seems to be appropriate for this

paper.

Let N be a compact w-dimensional manifold with negative curvature. De-

note by SN the unit tangent bundle over N with the canonical projection

p : SN —> N ; that is, v e SN is a pair (x, £) where x e N is a point, £ G S N

is a unit tangent vector to N at x, and pv = x . The geodesic flow on SN is

the one parameter group of diffeomorphism 4>t : SN —► SN, -oo < t < oo such

that tf),(x, Ç) = (y, rj) where dist(x, y) = t, y lies on the geodesic starting

at x with the speed vector £, and r¡ is the tangent vector to this geodesic at

y. The geodesic flow preserves the Liouville measure whose volume element

has the form dx d£, where dx and dt\ are the Riemannian volume elements
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in N and SXN, respectively. One also defines naturally a Riemannian met-

ric on SN, the corresponding distance function will be denoted by d(-, •).

Next, we shall introduce local unstable and stable manifolds corresponding to

the geodesic flow on the compact negatively curved manifold N by

(5.3) Wseu(v) = {v e SN: d(cptv , <f>tv) < eea for all t < 0},

and

W¡(v) = {v e SN: d(<ptv , <f>tv) < e for all t > 0},

where v e SN and e > 0. The " su " stands for strongly unstable and " s "

stands for stable (sometimes the former is called just "unstable" and the latter

"central-stable"). For e small enough W*u(v) (resp. ^s(í;)) isa C1 (m -

1)-dimensional (resp. zrz-dimensional) disk embedded into SN which varies

continuously with v , and W*u(v) and W*(v) are transversal (see [A]).

For any x G M we define px = <ï>~ P(x, •) which is a probability measure

on SXM. Since N = M/Y and the Brownian motion is invariant with respect

to isometries y e Y then it is easy to see that Dypx = p. where Dy is the

differential of an isometry y: M —» M and we use the same notation for the

action on points and measures on SXM. This leads to the family of measures

py on SyN, yeN.

The main idea of the proof of Theorem 5.1 is the construction of a probability

measure p on SN invariant with respect to the geodesic flow <j>t and such that

its projections onto spheres {SN, yeN) along stable manifolds produce

measures p. , yeN, equivalent to measures pv, yeN, from the above

family. Next, one employs Theorem C' from [LY] saying that the Hausdorff

dimension of the (^-invariant measure p along the (strongly) unstable leaves

equals m - 1 if and only if the Pesin formula holds which would mean in the

geodesic flow case that p is the Liouville measure. Though the submanifolds

S N, y G N, are different from (strongly) unstable disks they are transversal to

stable disks and this turns out to be sufficient. Now if p is the Liouville measure

then both p. and pv, y e N are equivalent to the Riemannian volume on

S N. This would imply that measures from the harmonic and the geodesic

classes are equivalent which in the two-dimensional case means by [Ka] and

[Le,] that the curvature is constant.

The rigorous proof uses the following facts:

(i) The 4>t-invariant measure p mentioned above is obtained in [Le2] as the

unique equilibrium state for certain Holder continuous function F on SN, i.e.

p maximizes the quantity hm(<f>x) + J F dm over all <pt-invariant probability

measures m on SN where hm(tpf) denotes the entropy of 4>x with respect to m

(see [B, and BR]). The construction of p resembles the construction of the so-

called Sinai-Bowen-Ruelle measure which has conditional measures on unstable

leaves equivalent to the volume there but, accordingly, we have to use the family

of measures {p ., yeN) projected to unstable leaves in place of Lebesgue

measures there. This leads to the function F(v) which can be represented via
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the Martin kernel whose Holder continuity (see [AS, Theorem 6.3]) implies the

Holder continuity of F. According to [Le2] the measure p described above

being projected to the spheres {S N, yeN) produces measures which are

equivalent to p , yeN, i.e., for all £ > 0, y e N, A c S N

(5.4) p(\J{W¡(v),veA))= f G(y, v)py(dv).
J A

Moreover one can choose the function G in (5.4) to be positive and continuous

on SN.

(ii) Suppose that p is a (^-invariant probability measure on SN, r¡ is a

measurable partition of SN such that rj(v) is a neighborhood of v inside

W*"(v) for p-a.e. (almost every) v e SN, and v —► pv is a family of regular

conditional probabilities for p associated with r\. Then by Theorem C ' from

[LY] there exists a number zc, 0 < zc < m - 1, such that at p-a.e. v ,

(5.5) ito'r-'f >•'»..
v^o In cp

where Bsu(v, cp) is the ball of radius cp < e inside W*u(v) centered at v.

Moreover k = m - 1 if and only if the Pesin formula holds for p, i.e. the

entropy h (tf>x) is equal to the sum of positive Lyapunov exponents. But this

happens if and only if p is the Liouville measure since then p must be the

unique equilibrium state corresponding to the differential volume growth on

unstable leaves (see [BR]).

(iii) At any point v e SN, S N is transversal to W*(v) with an angle

bounded away from zero since both fields TVS M and TvW*(v) are contin-

uous and they have no common vectors.

From (iii) and the uniform continuity of W™ it follows that there exists a

constant K > 0 such that

)    cB'"(v,K<p),(5.6) Bsu(v,^)cWesu(v)n(    [J     Wl(u

\u&B(v ,ip)

where B(v , tp) is the ball of radius tp inside S   N centered at v.

(iv) It is known (see, for instance, [B2]) that there exist e, 5 > 0 small enough

such that for each v eSN the map zv : W£su(v) x W*(v) -> SN defined by

zv(a,b) = W¡(a)C\W™(b)

is a homeomorphism between the direct product Dm~x(e) x Dm(e) of (m - 1)-

dimensional and m-dimensional disks and a neighborhood 0 of v, called

a rectangle. This homeomorphism is separately smooth in a and b. Fur-

thermore, let p be an equilibrium state for a Holder continuous function F.

Consider a family pw , w e (fv of conditional measures for p associated

with the partition {W*"(b), b G W*(v)} of (fv where pw is a measure on

W*u(b), b e W-(v) provided w e W™(b). Let pb, be W£s(v) denote mea-

sures obtained from pv by projection along leaves {W*(a), ae Ws"(v)} from
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W*"(v) to W*"(b). Then the measures ph and ph, b e W*(v) are equiva-

lent with continuous densities which can be proved by a slight modification of

methods in [BR] (see also [Si]). This means also that z~xp is equivalent with

a continuous density to a product measure on Dn~ (e) x Dn(e).

Now the proof of Theorem 5.1 proceeds in the following way. Choose a finite

set {v¡, i e I) of points from SN so that \JieIcfv =SN. Fix i el and apply

(ii) to the equilibrium state p introduced in (i) and to the partition defined by

{W*u(b), b e W^(v¡)}. Then at p-a.e. v we obtain (5.5) where pv is a family

of conditional measures for p associated with {W*u(b), be W*(vf}. By (iv)

we can replace pv in (5.5) by the measures obtained from p\ff   by projection

along {W*(a), a e W*u(vf} . By (5.6) we obtain the same limit if we project

to the sphere S N and by (5.4) we finally can replace these projected measures

by the measures p    to obtain for p-a.e. v e SN that

,«,, ,-    irip   (B(v,tp))
(5.7) hm-*—.-= k.

ip^o lntp

Let F be the set of points satisfying (5.7). We just proved that p(E) = 1.

On the other hand the set E is made of stable manifolds since if v and v

belong to the same stable manifold there exist Ç e S(oo) and points v , v e SM

covering v ,v' e SN, respectively, such that <Pv = 0>pv'v' = Ç . In dimension

2 (and this is the only point we use that m = 2 ) the maps O" <I>V : S M —>

SXM, x, y G M, are continuously differentiable and, in particular, they are

Lipschitz continuous (see [H, Lemma 1.43]) which implies

In p(B(v,cp)) In p   ,(B(v',tp))
hm-—,-= hm-<■—:-.
p—o In tp ip-.o lntp

Since by (5.4), py(E n SyN) = 1 these yield (5.1).

By Theorem 3.1, zc is positive. When zc = 1 then p is the Liouville measure

by (ii), and so by (i) for pp-a.e. yeN the measure pv is equivalent to the

Lebesgue measure on S N. The measures from the geodesic and the harmonic

classes are then equivalent. By [Ka] or [Le,], the curvature is constant in this

case.   D

The last assertion concerning the constant curvature relying upon [Ka] and

[Le,] is known only for the two-dimensional case. The remaining argument uses

dim N = 2 only to prove that the function

hm inf-—,-
q>->o lntp

is constant along stable manifolds which follows from the Lipschitz continuity

of the map <£>~ ' O, in this case. A. Katok pointed out to us that this map is

known to be Lipschitz continuous (even C1 ) also in certain multidimensional

situations, for instance, when the negative curvature is j\ pinched (see [HP]).

Thus we have
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Theorem 5.2. Suppose that maps Ov <!>„ are Lipschitz continuous which holds

z'zz particular when all sectional curvatures of N are pinched between -a and

-\a for some a ^ 0. Then there exists a positive number k < 1 such that

(5.1) and (5.2) hold true for all points x on the universal cover M of N and

for O" xP(x, -falmost all ¿; e SXM. Moreover k = dimN - 1 if and only if

the geodesic and the harmonic classes of measures coincide.

Remark 5.1. We would obtain Theorem 5.2 for the general case if we could

prove that the dimensional function in the left-hand side of (5.7) is constant

along stable manifolds. We would obtain the result only for a dense set of y

if we knew that the measures {p , y e N) are equivalent to the conditional

measures of p associated to the fibration {SVN, yeN). But this latter

property is not clear to us either. Remark also that in the two-dimensional case

one does not need the full strength of Theorem C' from [LY] and a simpler

argument would suffice.

From Theorem C' of [LY] and the arguments above we obtain

Corollary 5.2. Suppose that N is a compact connected Riemannian surface with

negative curvature and p is the invariant measure satisfying (5.4). Then

(5.8) K=k-Xhß(4>x)

where A is the corresponding Lyapunov exponent given by the formula

(5.9) ^ = inf j /   ln\\DJ,\\p(dv)-
i>0     JSN

The entropy h (tpx) and the Lyapunov exponent X for p can also be ex-

pressed in terms of asymptotic growth rates along Brownian paths on M (see

[Le2]).

Remark 5.2. The above proof becomes a bit easier technically if one considers

geodesic horospherical coordinates in place of geodesic polar (spherical) coor-

dinates. The theory of [Ki] and §§1-4 of this paper go through in this set up,

as well. We arrive then to harmonic measures on the horosphere at infinity

in place of the sphere at infinity. Projecting these measures to corresponding

horospheres along orthogonal geodesies as at the beginning of the proof of The-

orem 5.1 we arrive to a family of measures on (strongly) unstable leaves. The

construction of the corresponding equilibrium state in (i) becomes easier then.
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